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My practice is based on my instinctive reactions to and documentation of what is around me, and on 
a desire to share my personal view of the world. I nourish myself from various elements; expressing 
them the way I see them without the parameters of logic or reason. These elements tend to inhabit 
the realms of the intersection between the human and the natural world, and generally the various 
journeys of beings that overlap in life.  

Photography is my usual starting point for a visual project but I also work with moving image, found 
objects and occasionally words and sounds. My projects often stem from finding recurring motifs in 
my archives of images.  

In a way, I am simply documenting the world as I walk through it with whatever tools I have in my 
hand. I see in my photographs a secret intimacy, as they all come from an inner world where each 
photograph is associated with a personal memory, but that intimacy exists ‘secretly’. What is visible is 
what is in front of the lens, whatever happens behind the lens is simply alluded to, and left to be 
imagined.  







 

if

you lived 

as   a    mayfly

for as short,      as a day

how long,   would 

one second 

be

?



 





 





 






no time

in the world

can be measured in the palm of your 

hand

it is equally nested in the lines of your 

skin

and 

heart

as it is

in the creases of the

earth



 



 





 

maybe 

if you squeezed your fists really hard

you might make time stop

just for an instant

and only then

might you catch

only for an instant

and from the corner of your eyes

the aching sweetness

of nothing at all



 









Degree show proposal 2020 



 

This work circles around ideas of time, non linear and unmeasured, as well as journeys through time. Using 
primarily photographic imagery, I bring together elements that allude to something bigger: the sky, insects, 
smartphones and the plane. I use all of these as symbols of the current state of the world, and of our 
hyperconnected society overlapping with the eternal cycles of nature.  

The viewer is to be brought on a journey by walking through six different ‘skyscapes’  made of curtains 
printed with sky images. Through the journey, where the end can also be the beginning, a selection of 
images and moving image will be displayed on the walls. 

Digital impression: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0BW7jzDyds

The selection of skycaps to be made into curtains

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0BW7jzDyds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0BW7jzDyds


Moon, from window (moving image, 2:33min) between two skycapes.



Found on a trip under the sky / 2019  



Inkjet prints mounted on cardboard; acetate 
prints; found object (wooden frames, seashells, 
broken glasses and mirror; metal)








